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Abstract. This study aimed to nondestructively evaluate sealing performance of eight one-step self-etch adhesives (1-SEAs) using optical coherence tomography (OCT). The two-step self-etch adhesive (2-SEA) served as the control. Round tapered class-I cavities \( (D = 4 \text{ mm}, H = 2 \text{ mm}) \) were prepared in bovine incisors, treated with each adhesive \( (n = 5) \), and restored with a flowable resin composite. Cross-sections were obtained from each restoration using swept-source OCT with 1310-nm laser. The average percentage of the sealed interface (SI%) for each adhesive was calculated using image analysis software, considering increased signal intensity at the interface as gap. Samples were then sectioned and observed under confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). Significantly different SI% values were found among different adhesives (analysis of variance, Bonferroni, \( p < 0.05 \)). There was also a significant correlation in SI% between OCT and CLSM \( (p < 0.0001, r = 0.96) \). Additionally, microscopic analysis revealed that the gaps in 1-SEAs occurred not only at dentine–adhesive interfaces but also frequently at adhesive–composite interfaces. Some recent 1-SEAs could achieve reliable short-term sealing comparable to 2-SEA. OCT is a unique tool to nondestructively evaluate the sealing performance of the restoratives through the cavity, provided that cavity walls have a certain minimum inclination with respect to the beam.
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1 Introduction

Restorative dentistry has been revolutionized with the introduction of resin-based dental adhesives, enabling bonding of biomaterials (mainly composites) to the dental hard tissues. The adhesives have evolved in the past decades toward complex formulations with simplified clinical procedures. Reduced technique sensitivity and short period of application procedure have made one-step self-etch adhesives (1-SEAs) more popular among dentists in recent years. Although the problem of post-operative sensitivity can be remarkably reduced as the smear plugs remain when 1-SEAs are applied, \textit{in vitro} and clinical reports on bonding performances of 1-SEAs have indicated controversial results.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Furthermore, 1-SEAs act as a permeable membrane, facilitating water movement across the polymerized resin and leading to bond degradation over time.\(^4\) Besides hydrophilicity, there are other important factors that contribute to the marginal integrity of 1-SEAs, for instance, operator’s variability, composition of dental substrate, size and shape of the cavity,\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^7\) and type of composite material used for restoration.\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^11\)

The majority of recent adhesives show quite high immediate bonding performance in the laboratory; however, the clinical bonding effectiveness of some have been found to be not as satisfactory as their initial bond strength values.\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^9\) Several groups of researchers pointed out that for a single adhesive, there was variation in bond strength data dependent on the bond tests employed.\(^10\) The application of stress at the interface may not be uniform, and there are variations in specimen preparations, shape, loading, and properties of the materials as well.\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^12\) The eventual goal of adhesion is to provide a good seal at the interface of the restorative material and the dental tissue. It seems that evaluation of the adaptation of adhesives can be a useful means of assessing the performance of restorations.\(^2\)^\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^13\)\(^4\) From this point of view, one can consider that solely mechanical testing cannot indicate the capacity of an adhesive to maintain hermetic seal between tooth and restoration. Conventional microscopic techniques require physical sectioning of the samples usually followed by polishing and processing, and, occasionally, application of a labeling or staining agent. These procedures are time-consuming and provide data on a single cross-section. Therefore, for the analysis of sealed tooth–adhesive interfaces,
nondestructive and validated laboratory testing methods are desirable.\textsuperscript{13–18}

In this context, optical coherence tomography (OCT) can be employed as a nondestructive imaging technology that produces high-resolution, cross-sectional images of the biological tissue at micron scale. Since its introduction in the early 1990s as a time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) for biological tissue imaging, there has been huge development in the field of OCT.\textsuperscript{19,20} The principles of OCT are based on low-coherence interferometry; light backscattered from inside the specimen is measured by correlating with light that has traveled a known reference path. Imaging depth of OCT in most tissues is limited to \(\sim 2\) to 3 mm due to optical attenuation (absorption, scattering) from the tissue. In spite of its depth limitation, the image resolution of OCT is 10 to 100 times finer than ultrasound imaging. OCT is a real-time noninvasive imaging methodology that does not produce ionizing radiation. It has a great advantage over conventional microscopy, which requires destructive cross-sectioning of the specimens for biological analysis.\textsuperscript{6,17} A more recent implementation of OCT technology, swept-source OCT (SS-OCT), has improved sensitivity, higher scanning speed, and increased signal-to-noise ratio and has gained much attention in recent years, and has advantages over TD-OCT.\textsuperscript{21,22}

While OCT has become an increasingly popular imaging technique in various fields of medicine, such as ophthalmology, dermatology, and cardiology, only a few studies have so far employed SS-OCT for characterization of synthetic biomaterials. In the dental field, OCT has been applied for nondestructive and label-free assessment of gaps at the composite–dentine interfaces in two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) tomograms,\textsuperscript{5,18} along with evaluation of voids and defects in restorations,\textsuperscript{23} thus suggesting its potential applications in clinical dentistry for monitoring of restorations. The basic concept of defect detection through biomaterials by OCT is the optical contrast between the media filling the defect and the body of the material, resulting in detectable changes in the backscatter signal.\textsuperscript{6,17,24}

There are no reports on the quantitative assessment of a large variety of commercially available 1-SEAs using OCT. Therefore, the objective of the present study was to nondestructively assess the sealing performances of 1-SEAs. The null hypothesis tested was that there is no significant difference in sealing performance among current 1-SEAs.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 SS-OCT System

The SS-OCT system (IVS-2000, Santec, Komaki, Japan) used in this study was a frequency-domain OCT. The system is incorporated with a low-coherence near-infrared light source and has the configuration of Mach–Zehnder type of interferometer. The near-infrared light is a fast sweeping laser that repetitively sweeps the wavelength from 1260 to 1360 nm (centered at 1310 nm) at the rate of 20 kHz. The axial resolution of this SS-OCT system in air is 11 \(\mu\)m, which corresponds to 7 \(\mu\)m within dental tissue having a refractive index of about 1.5 (Ref. 25). The lateral resolution of the system is \(\sim 17 \mu\)m, which is determined by the objective lens at the probe. The probe that is connected with the interferometer has a power of 5 mW, which is within the safety limit of American Standard Institute. Laser source emitted from the probe is directed onto the sample at the desired location in \(X\) and \(Z\) dimensions. The backscattered light carrying information from each single scan point of the sample is returned to the system, digitized in time scale, and then analyzed in the Fourier domain to disclose the depth information (A-scan) of the sample. By combining the series of A-scans in a linear fashion across the sample, a cross-section (B-scan) is obtained. Finally, cross-sectional images can be created by converting the B-scan raw data into a grayscale image with 2001 \(\times\) 1019 pixels.

2.2 Specimen Preparation

Forty-five freshly extracted, sound bovine maxillary incisors were selected for this study. The labial enamel was slightly polished with 800-grit silicon carbide (SiC) paper to remove the superficial layer and expose enamel. Class I cavities (4 mm in diameter \(\times\) 2 mm in depth) were prepared with round margins located in the labial enamel and cavity floor located in dentine. A flattened tapered diamond bur (# 0814 Robot FG Diamond, Shofu, Kyoto, Japan) attached to a high-speed turbine hand piece was used under water coolant to prepare cavities. According to the study design, the teeth were divided into nine groups (\(n = 5\)/group) corresponding to the materials used: a two-step self-etching adhesive (2-SEA) as a control [Clearfil SE Bond (CSE), Kuraray Noritake Dental, Tokyo, Japan] and eight all-in-one adhesives [G-Bond Plus (GBP), GC, Tokyo, Japan; Adper Easy Bond (AEB), 3M ESPE, St. Paul, Minnesota; Bond Force (BF), Tokuyama Dental, Tokyo, Japan; Clearfil Tri-S Bond Plus (CTP) and Clearfil Tri-S Bond (CTS), Kuraray Noritake Dental; iBond (IB), Hereaus-Kulzer, Hanau, Germany; Fluoro Bond Shelf One (FBS), Shofu Inc., Kyoto, Japan; Xeno V (XV), Dentsply, Konstanz, Germany]. The cavity was treated with the material in accordance with the instructions supplied by the manufacturers as listed in Table 1. The cavity was then restored with a flowable resin composite (Estelite Flow Quick, Tokuyama Dental) and cured for 20 s with a halogen light curing unit (Optilux 501, Kerr, Orange, California) with a power density of 600 mW/cm\(^2\). After 24 h storage in normal water at \(37^\circ\)C, each sample was fixed on a micrometer head stage and scanning laser beam was oriented at 90 deg to the surface of restoration. Cross-sectional B-scan images of the restored samples were taken at every 200-\(\mu\)m interval by moving the sample across the laser beam at mesio-distal direction. Altogether 20 images were obtained from each sample, i.e., 100 images for each group. A schematic illustration of the sample preparation and observation under OCT and confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) are shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 Analysis of SS-OCT Data

In this study, for the analysis of image, we have adopted percentage of sealed interfaces (SI\%) parameter to calculate and evaluate the bonding performance of the adhesives. 2-D SS-OCT raw tomograms were imported to image analysis software (ImageJ version 1.45) and a median filter was applied to decrease background noise.\textsuperscript{6} An experimental threshold determination algorithm developed as a plugin for ImageJ under JAVA was used for image analysis. As shown in Fig. 2, the region of interest (ROI) was selected as a polygon selection using around the whole length of the restoration interface, excluding the specimen surface. The ROI width was \(\sim 80\) pixels with the interface around at the center of the ROI. The pixel values on each vertical line (A-scan corresponding to 2 pixels in width) within the ROI were ranked by the software plugin.
The pixels that ranked higher than 90% of the pixels on the same line (i.e., the top 10%) were selected. Among them, the pixels bearing higher intensity values equal to or greater than the sum of background noise and the median values were designated as target pixels (white) and all other pixels were designated as null (black). The measurement of the total percentage of these white pixels (gap) over the ROI length was automatically done by the plugin. In order to get the total SI% value, the obtained total gap percentage was subtracted from 100%. SI% value was calculated from each 2-D image as shown in Fig. 2, taken at 200-μm intervals.

Finally, the mean SI% value for each specimen was calculated. The data were subjected to analysis of normality to select a parametric test. Average SI% values for each adhesive were calculated. The data were subjected to analysis of normality to select a parametric test. Average SI% values for each adhesive were then statistically analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction. All the analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS for Windows, Version 16.0).

### Table 1 Composition of materials used in this study with manufacturers’ instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Code/Type</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clearfil SE Bond Primer Lot: 01074A</td>
<td>Kuraray Noritake Dental Inc., Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>CSE/2-SEA</td>
<td>Primer: MDP, HEMA, hydrophilic aliphatic dimethacrylate, CQ, N,N-Diethanol-p-toluidine, water Bond: MDP, HEMA, Bis-GMA, hydrophobic aliphatic dimethacrylate, CQ, N,N-Diethanol-p-toluidine, colloidal silica</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Apply primer for 20 s, then gently air dry; Apply bonding agent, gently air blow; Light cure for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond Lot: 01603A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-Bond Plus Lot: 1110051</td>
<td>GC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>GBP/1-SEA</td>
<td>Phosphoric acid ester monomer, 4-MET, UDMA, dimethacrylate monomer, water, acetonitrile, PI, stabilizer, nanosilica filler</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Apply for 10 s; Spread and dry with strong air pressure for 5 s; Light cure for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adper Easy Bond Lot: 41245J/0P</td>
<td>3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA</td>
<td>AEB/1-SEA</td>
<td>HEMA, Bis-GMA, water, methacrylated phosphoric esters, ethanol, 7 nm silica filler, HDMDA, methacrylate functionalized polyalkenoic acid (Vitrebond Copolymer), CQ, stabilizers</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Apply for 20 s; Mild air dry for 5 s till adhesive does not flow; Light cure for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond Force Lot: 098011</td>
<td>Tokuyama Dental, Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>BF/1-SEA</td>
<td>3-D SR monomer, Bis-GMA, TEGDMA, HEMA, isopropl alcohol, water, CQ, glass filler, fluoride</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Apply for 20 s; Spread with gentle air stream for 5 s; Dry with middle to strong air pressure for 5 s; Light cure for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearfil Tri-S Bond Plus Lot: 011112</td>
<td>Kuraray Noritake Dental Inc., Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>CTP/1-SEA</td>
<td>MDP, HEMA, Bis-GMA, hydrophilic aliphatic dimethacrylate, hydrophobic aliphatic dimethacrylate, colloidal silica, NaF, CQ, accelerators, initiators, ethanol, water</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Apply for 10 s; Dry with mild air blow for 5 s; Light cure for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearfil Tri-S Bond Lot: 011112</td>
<td>Kuraray Noritake Dental Inc., Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>CTS/1-SEA</td>
<td>HEMA, Bis-GMA, MDP, hydrophobic dimethacrylate, silanated colloidal silica, ethanol, water, CQ</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Apply for 20 s; Dry with strong air blow for 5 s; Light cure for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iBond Lot: 010113</td>
<td>Hereaus-Kulzer, Hanau, Germany</td>
<td>IB/1-SEA</td>
<td>UDMA, 4-MET, glutaraldehyde, acetone, water, PI, stabilizer, &lt;1% fillers</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Apply one coat, agitate for 20 s; Gently air dry for some time (5 to 10 s), Glossy surface (if not, apply additional coats); Light cure for 20 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoro Bond Shake One (Bond A and Bond B) Lot: 0710</td>
<td>Shofu Inc., Kyoto, Japan</td>
<td>FBS/1-SEA</td>
<td>S-PRG filler, FASG filler, acetone, water, HEMA, 4-AET, 4-AETA, 6-MHPA, Bis-GMA, PI</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Mix equal amounts of bond agents A and B; Apply for 20 s; Briefly air dry and light irradiation for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xeno V Lot: 1101102422</td>
<td>Dentsply, Konstanz, Germany</td>
<td>XV/1-SEA</td>
<td>Bifunctional acrylates, acidic acrylate, functionalized phosphoric acid ester, acrylic acid, water, tertiary butanol, initiators, stabilizer</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Apply for 20 s; Mild air dry for 5 s till adhesive does not flow; Light cure for 10 s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estelite Flow Quick Lot: 032011</td>
<td>Tokuyama Dental, Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>Flowable composite</td>
<td>Bis-MPEPP, TEGDMA, UDMA, silicazirconia filler, silicoalumina fillers (53% filler by volume, 0.04 to 0.6 μm particle size), CQ</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Dispense in layers up to 2 mm in thickness; Light cure for 20 s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Abbreviations: MDP: 10-methacryloyloxydecyl dihydrogenphosphate; HEMA: 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate; Bis-GMA: bisphenol A diglycidyl methacrylate; 4-MET: 4-methacryloyloxyethyl trimellitic acid; HDMDA: 1,6-hexanediol dimethacrylate; CQ: camphorquinone; 3-D SR: three-dimensional self-reinforcing; TEGDMA: triethylene glycol dimethacrylate; NaF: sodium fluoride; UDMA: urethane dimethacrylate or 1,6-bis(methacryloyloxy)ethylendiamine; HDDMA: methacrylated phosphoric esters, ethanol, 7 nm silica filler; MI: photoinitiators; S-PRG filler: surface reaction type prereacted glass-ionomer filler; FASG filler: fluoro aluminosilicate glass filler; 6-MHPA: 6-methacryloxyhexyl phosphonoacetate; 4-AET: 4-acryloyloxyethyl trimellitic acid; 4-AETA: 4-ethylloxyethyl trimellitic anhydride; Bis-MPEPP: Bisphenol A polyethoxy methacrylate.
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of sample preparation and observation under swept-source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT) and confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). The bovine incisors were 3-D scanned by OCT at each stage to generate this schematic diagram. (I) Bovine maxillary incisors were selected and facial enamel surface was flattened by polishing. (II) Round class-I cavity (4 mm × 2 mm) was prepared. (III) In each prepared cavity, composite was bulk filled and light-cured after application of the bonding agent according to manufacturers' instructions. (IV) Each specimen was subjected to SS-OCT scanning at 200-μm interval. (V) Each obtained 2-D OCT scan was analyzed by the software. (VI) OCT scanned samples were sectioned and polished. (VII) The cross-sections were observed under CLSM for confirmation of OCT findings.

Fig. 2 (a) The region of interest (ROI) was selected along the interface to highlight the defects (gap) with increased signal value and calculate sealed interface percentage (SI%). The specimen surface was excluded. (b) The area demarcated in (a) as a transparent white patch to demonstrate the process of gap percentage calculation by software; signal intensity profile was drawn and averaged over 2 pixels in width. (c) Signal profile drawn in (b); after ranking all intensity values, the top 10% pixels were designated as the peak. (d) The resulting binary image; peak pixels whose intensity values were similar to or greater than sum of (background noise + median values) are displayed as white. These white pixels indicate gap at the interface. (e) The output binary image; simple arrows showed interface with increased signal intensity at the wall and floors of the cavity (corresponding to gap), in contrast to the sealed interface with no increase in signal intensity indicated by blank arrows. The measurement of the total percentage of these white pixels (gap) over the total ROI length was automatically done by the ImageJ plugin. The total gap percentage was subtracted from 100% to obtain total SI% value for each 2-D OCT image.
SPSS, Chicago, Illinois) with the significance level set at $\alpha = 0.05$.

2.4 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope Observation and Image Analysis

For the confirmation of sealed and debonded interfaces under CLSM, representative specimens in each group were cut across the restoration after OCT scanning using low-speed diamond saw (Isomet, Buehler, Lake Bluff, Illinois). The cut samples were reduced up to the OCT cross-section of interest by polishing with 2000-grit SiC paper followed by a series of diamond paste down to a particle size of 0.25 $\mu$m in circular motion. Samples were ultrasonicated at the end of each polishing step and finally examined under CLSM at $\times 1250$ magnification.

For the calculation of SI% on CLSM images, the following steps were carried out: series of images were opened with ImageJ software and the total length of the restoration interface along with sealed interface was measured manually. SI% value for each representative CLSM image was calculated from sum of gap length and total interface length in a similar manner as for the OCT.

3 Results

Figure 3 shows representative 2-D OCT image of the control 2-SEA adhesive with no increase in signal intensity at most of the cavity interface, demonstrating a good seal at the bonded dentin–resin complex in confirmatory CLSM images. However, increased signal intensities at the interfaces of 2-D OCT cross-sections in Figs. 4 and 5 correspond to gaps in confirmatory CLSM images. In addition, defects such as voids or bubbles, essentially formed by entrapment of air within the composite material, were clearly observed.

The null hypothesis of the present study was rejected since one-way ANOVA analysis of the OCT data revealed significantly different SI% values among different adhesives ($p < 0.05$). The average SI% values for all groups with their standard deviations are plotted in Fig. 6. The control adhesive (CSE) showed the highest nominal SI%, which was not significantly different from CTS and CTP. On the other hand, GBP and
AEB attained moderate SI% values, and the lowest sealing performances were achieved by BF, IB, FBS, and XV.

A statistically significant correlation was found between OCT SI% and CLSM SI% ($p < 0.0001$, $r = 0.96$, confidence interval = 0.89 to 0.99) (Fig. 7). Moreover, high-magnification CLSM images demonstrated that the gap was present not only at the adhesive–dentine interfaces but also between adhesive–composite interfaces in 1-SEAs (Fig. 8).

4 Discussion

In this study OCT appeared as a potential tool to nondestructively evaluate the sealing performances of eight 1-SEAs. When light from OCT probe was directed onto the sample, there was increase in signal intensity of light at the surface of the composite material and at defective biomaterial–tissue interfaces. This increase in signal intensity occurs due to scattering of light traversing through media of different refractive indices. The amount of reflection depends upon the angle of incidence of light and $\eta$ contrast of the media involved. In the case of resin composite investigated in the current study, $\eta$ value was calculated as 1.46 by OCT using the optical path-length-matching method previously described.25,26 This value is close to that of tooth structure and remarkably different from that of air ($\eta \approx 1.0$), which assumedly filled the gaps or defects, resulting in significant signal peaks at the border of the defect, as shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

Previous works have focused on gap measurement at the bottom of cavity, which is perpendicular to the OCT beam direction. In the current work, a simple pilot experiment was carried out to clarify how the angle of incidence on cavity walls affects the reflection. Several cavities were designed to have an inverted taper with a certain wall inclination (90, 115, 125, and 135 deg) and a flattened floor, as shown in Fig. 9. The cavities were then filled with the flowable composite without any adhesive application. When the lateral wall was perpendicular to the cavity floor, gaps were not visible, since the beam passed parallel to the walls without making interfacial angle. In other cases, interfacial gaps were visible at the lateral wall; however, as noticed from Fig. 9, the calculated gap percentage would still be slightly underestimated with 115 deg wall inclination. It appears that 125 and 135 deg resulted in similar SI% values, indicating that these inclinations are adequate for reliable detection of lateral wall gap by OCT. This assumption was confirmed by the strong correlation found in the results between OCT and CLSM.
in the main experiment, where the cavities had approximately 125 deg taper.

It is also important to note that the OCT signal intensity levels decrease through the depth of the object due to attenuation of light through media (Fig. 2). The attenuation is the result of scattering and absorption of light, and depends on several factors including the wavelength of light and the constituents of the biomaterial or tissue. In the case of dental composite, the attenuation is mainly affected by filler particles, metallic oxides, and shade of the material employed. With increasing depth of restoration, there was gradual loss of signal value; nevertheless the second peaks indicating presence of gap at the cavity interface could be distinctly obtained at various depths despite the attenuation. In order to account for the attenuation, measurement of gap extension was accomplished by experimentally developed software that detected these second peaks with increased signal intensity on each A-scan line independently along the whole length of the restoration interface.

Apart from the visualization of gaps at the interface, OCT imaging can also detect voids or air bubbles of different sizes within the composite restoration. In Figs. 3, 4, and 5, voids of different sizes and almost spherical in shape, filled with air, reflect back most of the light from their boundaries. Such strong backscattering from within the composite occasionally prevents effective signal acquisition from the deeper region of the structure. The attenuation of light due to multiple reflections at the defect boundaries results in dark area with low signal intensity underneath the defect.

CLSM observation was performed for the confirmation of OCT findings (Figs. 3, 4, and 5). The interfacial areas where a peak in OCT signal intensity was observed corresponded well to the gap in CLSM images. However, occasionally additional gaps at the margin of the CLSM images (Fig. 4) could be
seen, particularly in the case of 1-SEAs. This raised a concern that the OCT methodology could have produced false-negative results with regard to the presence of gaps at some regions. On the other hand, these gaps were thought to be produced during sectioning, polishing, and ultrasonication procedures. Although, unlike SEM, metal sputtering and vacuum conditions are not required for CLSM, it is still a destructive method. Nonetheless, statistical analysis revealed that SI% values calculated from both OCT and CLSM images were significantly correlated with each other (Fig. 7), which, in turn, validates the quantitative SI% measurements by OCT in this study. At the same time, the small difference in the value of OCT and CLSM SI% was mainly attributed to specimen processing procedures and higher magnification and resolution of CLSM. Interestingly, the slope of regression line was close to unity and the intercept was not very large (6.6%); analysis of covariance revealed that this regression line was not significantly different from a standard linear relationship where \( Y = X \) (\( p > 0.05 \)).

In this study a flowable resin composite Estelite Flow Quick was used, which is based on radical amplified photopolymerization technology that promotes rapid polymerization and requires shorter irradiation time according to the manufacturer. While this feature is desirable in terms of clinical time efficiency, a rapid polymerization may result in a higher rate of modulus development that affects generation of contraction stresses. The aim of employing the flowable composite as a filling material for bulk-filling of the relatively large class I cavities (high C-factor) was to create a severe shrinkage stress condition to challenge the adhesives.

SS-OCT has been previously used for detecting gap defects at the tooth–restoration interfaces. However, the capability of SS-OCT to detect gap location, whether in between adhesive–dentine or adhesive–composite, depends on the optical thickness of the adhesive in relation to the axial resolution of the system. If the adhesive is adequately thick, it can be clearly distinguished in an OCT tomogram (Fig. 3), and therefore the gap location can be identified. However, the majority of adhesives in this study formed a bonding layer \( \leq 10 \)\( \mu \)m in thickness, which would make it difficult to judge the axial location of the gap; in order to confirm the location, samples scanned under SS-OCT were prepared for CLSM observation at \( \times 1250 \) magnification. It was noticed that the failure of 1-SEAs occurred not only at adhesive–dentine interfaces but also in between adhesive–composite interfaces.

Apart from the common categorical classification of dental adhesives, the performance of SEAs is remarkably different among various products in the same category and depends on the specific formulation of each adhesive. The acidic functional monomers such as 10-methacryloyloxyethyl dihydrogen phosphate (MDP) and 4-methacryloyloxyethyl trimellitic acid (4-MET) are the key ingredients of SEAs that enhance wetting, demineralize tooth substrate, and chemically bond with it. The etching efficacy of SEAs depends on hydrogen ions dissociated from the acidic monomers in presence of water.

A 2-SEA was employed as control adhesive in the present study. The bonding agent has been adopted as the gold standard of SEA systems in several studies. Under this system, a hydrophilic etching primer is applied first, and after evaporation of solvent and water, a second layer of hydrophobic bond is covered, which seals off the underlying wet dentine. This additional hydrophobic layer, rich in hydrophobic monomer and fillers, renders CSE to achieve good sealing with underlying tooth substrate and overlying resin composite. In addition, the material contains MDP as the acidic functional monomer, which has shown good adhesive properties contributing to effectiveness and durability of adhesion to dental tissues. Also the hydrophilic functional monomer 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) in this bonding agent allows sufficient resin monomer penetration into tooth substrate prior to light curing.

In contrast to the two-step system, in 1-SEAs the ingredients are either incorporated into single bottle or provided as two components that are mixed into one solution before application (such as in FBS). The resulting mixtures are usually hydrophilic solutions consisting of resin monomers, fillers, water, solvents, initiators, and stabilizers.

Two 1-SEAs (CTS and CTP) that obtained higher SI% values, statistically comparable with the control adhesive, contain MDP and HEMA functional monomers. The presence of ethanol as the solvent might have removed adequate water from the mixture upon air drying. Moreover, these two adhesives contain silanated colloidal silica and are more viscous than other 1-SEAs, which might have contributed to producing optimal adhesive layer with sufficient mechanical property. In spite of higher sealing performance, some gaps were found in these two

Fig. 9 OCT images explain how cavity wall inclination affects the OCT output signal value, in this case SI%. All cavities were restored with composite resin without preapplication of adhesive resin to create gap along the whole restoration interface. (a) Cavity wall 90 deg to the floor with SI% = 30.4. Gap can be noticed at the floor but not at the lateral walls. (b), (c), and (d) Angles between lateral walls and floors are around 115, 125, and 136 deg and SI% values are 17.7, 12.7, and 11.1, respectively. Gap is visible along the whole restoration interface for (c) and (d); however, the expected signal intensity peak could not be noticed at some parts of interface in (b).
adhesives as shown in Fig. 8. In CTS and CTP, adhesive–dentine separation was occasionally observed, indicating the polymerization contraction stress produced by composite counter adhesive–dentine interfacial bond. Moreover, the gaps were sometimes located between adhesive–composite interfaces. Despite the air blowing step, residual solvent remaining on adhesive–composite interface of these adhesives may have retarded adhesive-composite copolymerization, leading to formation of gap at this interface.1

In this study GBP obtained moderate SI% values. The presence of phosphoric acid ester monomer and 4-MET in GBP might have improved its sealing performance in comparison to other adhesives with lower SI% values. On the other hand, GBP showed some gap at adhesive–composite interface (Fig. 8). This lower sealing performance of GBP in comparison to CTS and CTP could be because of phase separation in the absence of HEMA. Although strong air pressure removes some water and phase-separated micro voids from the adhesive, remaining voids at the upper region of adhesive hamper their copolymerization with composite restoration.

AEB contains methacrylated phosphoric esters and methacrylate functionalized polyalkenoic acid. However, this adhesive showed an average SI% of only ~50%. There is a possibility that the remaining phase-separated globules of polyalkenoic acid copolymer in AEB after mild air blow might have lowered the sealing capability with some areas of dentine. Moreover, the effectiveness of functional monomers in AEB in comparison to MDP has been questioned.16

BF has SI% value comparable to AEB, IB, FBS, and XV. BF contains a phosphoric acid monomer (3-D self-reinforcing monomer), which, according to manufacturers and some researchers, actively interacts with the tooth substrate,34 but its performance in comparison to MDP is still unclear. In CLSM image of BF, gaps dominantly occurred between adhesive and composite (Fig. 8). Presence of lower vapor pressure isopropyl alcohol in BF,35 which requires more time to evaporate during air-drying phase than ethanol, might have led some residual solvents to remain at the composite side of adhesive surface, therefore hampering sufficient copolymerization.

Finally, IB and XV frequently showed separation from both composite and dentin sides. Besides the commonly known compositional issues of 1-SEAs, the lack of an efficient functional monomer and absence of HEMA in the composition of IB and XV might be one reason for their lowest sealing performance.38 FBS is the only 1-SEA with a two-component system that requires mixing before application. This additional procedure of mixing may have included some air bubbles, and also there might be loss of homogeneity of adhesive due to preapplication evaporation of solvent like acetone. Moreover, the glass fillers of FBS appeared to be very large particles potentially hampering penetration of the adhesive into the substrate (figure not shown).41 It appears that 1-SEAs show variation in their sealing ability and that a single component (such as functional monomer, solvent, or filler) cannot be the sole basis of comparison among two different formulations.

The current study looked into sealing performance of adhesives only 24 h after bonding. Further study is required for the long-term assessment of adhesives by OCT imaging before and after thermo-mechanical aging procedure.

5 Conclusion

OCT acted as a useful tool for the nondestructive assessment and interpretation of the adaptive behavior of dental adhesives through restored cavity, provided that dental cavity walls make certain inclination with regard to OCT beam and appropriate analytic approach was used. Some 1-SEAs obtained internal sealing capacity comparable to the control 2-SEA. Statistically significant SI% correlation was found between SS-OCT and CLSM; moreover, the location of gaps in 1-SEAs observed under CLSM occurred not only at dentine–adhesive interfaces but also, frequently, at adhesive–composite interfaces.
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